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Montreal's Square Mile : From New Town
to Downtown

by Dinu Bumbaru, Policy Director, Heritage Montreal
Dinu Bumbaru is Policy Director with Heritage Montreal, the not-for-profit organization where he
works since 1982. Dinu graduated in architecture and architectural conservation from Université
de Montréal and University of York (UK) and became a leading voice for the appreciation, care
and enrichment of the built heritage and landscape. He is active in organizations like Fédération
Histoire Québec and the International Council for Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS), a nongovernmental organization advising UNESCO and governments. For his service, Dinu was
appointed to the Orders of Canada and Montreal and awarded the Prix du Québec and Prix du
Mont-Royal.
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On the South slope of Mount Royal, Scottish merchants subdivided farms and orchards acquired from
French Montrealer families in the 1840-1850s. The streets they laid and the cadastre they created with
their surveyors generated a new neighbourhood: the New Town which became the Square Mile.
Originally on the edge of the city limits, it was graced in the 19th and early 20th with a remarkable array
of villas and institutions designed by the best architects for the elite of the industrial metropolis Montreal
had become.
The expansion of downtown brought demolition to the Square Mile. In 1973, the loss of Van Horne
mansion was a turning point for conservation in Montreal, Quebec and Canada. In 1983, Maison Alcan
and its integrated heritage buildings, brought an inspiring alternative.
Nowadays, the Square Mile's rich heritage faces new challenges with repurposing and densification.
What will happen with the Royal Victoria hospital or McGill's portfolio of historic houses? How to keep
the Square Mile, its architecture and urban texture present and alive in 21st c. Montreal?
Built in 1884, the Louis-Joseph Forget House represents one of the last Square Mile Houses on Sherbrooke Street. Indeed, a
portion of the interior still reflects the way of life of its original inhabitants. Designed by Edward and W.S. Maxwell, the very
architects whose works include the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts, and inspired by the ornamental features of the Second Empire
Style, the Louis Forget House is a recognized historic monument and remains one of the finest architectural wonders of The Square
Mile.

FREE admission. You are invited to RSVP communications@qahn.org
Please note that this talk is part of a series presented by QAHN. For our full 2019 Heritage Talks program,
please visit www.qahn.org or check us out on facebook @qahnheritagetalks.
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